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Vision, Mission, and Core Values

Vision:
Sustainable Community Transformation

Mission:
AOC is a Christian organization that serves, equips and supports Cambodians to
transform their community through an integrated and holistic approach resulting in
sustainable community transformation

Core Values:
We are committed to the transformation of ourselves and our friends
We strive to be committed to the poor
We exercise careful stewardship of our resources
We are committed to pursue excellence and integrity in the way we serve
We will celebrate the accomplishment of one as the accomplishment of all
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Asian Outreach Cambodia Board 2010
The 2010 AOC Board consists of seven members; five expat and two Khmer. This year marked the
addition of the first female member, Ms. Maria Finnevidsson. Ms. Finnevidsson (Sweden) and Mr.
Grahame Taylor (New Zealand) are the two expat board members that reside in-country. Mr. Bruce
Taylor, the AOC Board Chair is also originally from New Zealand, and resides in Hong Kong as the
Vice President of Asian Outreach International. Mr. Hutchinson and Mr. Peck both reside in Canada.
The Board has an agreement to meet on a bi-annual basis in Phnom Penh, however all members –
both in and out of country - are involved in the day to day work of AOC via the internet. AOC very
much appreciates the contribution each member makes to the organization, and especially the
consistent and continued support of the board as a whole.

Current Board Members
Member

Title

Based In

Mr. Bruce Taylor (Board Chair)
Rev Noel Hutchinson
Mr. David Peck
Mr. Prom Prov
Mr. Yean Poline
Mr. Grahame Taylor
Ms. Maria Finnesvidsson

Vice President AOI
AOI GMS Regional Director
So Change Executive Director
Co-Director TASK
Dean Antioch Bible College
So-Nutritious Co Ltd
VOTC Project Manager &
ICC Child Protection Advisor

Hong Kong
Canada
Canada
Cambodia
Cambodia
Cambodia
Cambodia
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Asian Outreach Cambodia Staff 2010
We had six in house staff leave AOC for various reasons this year: Mrs. Colleen Banks,
Communications Facilitator; Ms Hoeut Sok Leap, Finance Assistant; Ms Lim Sina, Health Education
Trainer; Mr. Chea Vireak Jun, a Health Education Trainer; Mr. Nou Veasna, Driver and Maintenance
and Mr. Thai Vanny, Church Development Project Facilitator. However, we had five new staff join
the AOC team this year: Ms Kristen Burns from Canada, our new Communications Facilitator; Mr.
Daniel William from the UK, website developer, Ms Ly Dawn, our new Finance Assistant, Ms Neang
Channeth, a Community Water & Sanitation Trainer, and Mr. Nhap Piseth, our new Church
Development Project Facilitator. In addition, we had Ms Naomi Mahaffy from Canada intern for our
Water and Sanitation project for five months, from June until October 2010.

Office Staff
National Director
Office Manager
Communications Facilitator
Finance Manager
Finance Assistant
Driver/ Maintenance
Night Guard

Thong Romanea
Pao Bunthoeun
Kristen Burns (expat- Canada)
Chhit Theara
Ly Dawn
Nou Veasna (until November 2010)
Soeurn Navy

Medical Support Services
HIV/AIDS-TB Project Advisor
HIV/AIDS Homecare Project Manager
Homecare Nurse
Social Worker/Counselor
Income Generation
Homecare Assistant

Siobhan Miles
Phin Naroth
Dourng Veasna
Ouk Thida
Keo Phalla
Soeurn Navy (volunteer)

Health Education
Health Education Coordinator
HIV/AIDS Facilitator/trainer
HIV/AIDS Facilitator/trainer
School Health Education Facilitator/trainer

Ream Tityarun
Huot Kosal
Chhorm Soksophea
Chea Vireakjun (until October 2010)

Community Development
Project Coordinator
Water & Sanitation Manager
Water & Sanitation Construction Manager
Water & Sanitation Trainer
Water & Sanitation Field worker
Water & Sanitation Intern (Canada)
Church Development Project Facilitator
Church Development Assistant

Grahame Dyer (expat- New Zealand)
Ea Bunsao
Sok Sothea
Neang Channeth
Tim Reaksmey
Naomi Mahaffy (May – October 2010)
Nhap Piseth
Chea Youkunthea
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Executive Summary
As 2010 comes to a close, the staff at AOC has been spending time reflecting on the past year - our
achievements, as well as our setbacks, the progress we have made, as well as our failures. Given our
capacity and the small size of our organization, we feel we have made measurable progress this
year; we have extended our reach as well as used our monitoring results to improve the quality of
our projects. We have realized the links and overlap in much of the work we do and have begun to
incorporate aspects of some of our projects. The Medical Support Services/Homecare team has
been working hard to integrate our HIV and TB activities in to one project in order to better serve
our patients, and the Health Education Team will be starting to seek out some of the neediest
children from our Church and HIV-TB projects to join our Assisting Children to School Program so
that they may have a brighter future.
However, in spite of these achievements, most projects continue to face funding cash flow
challenges; especially Health Education, which had to be slowed down in September until the
problem was solved. We are already working diligently on finding new donors and applying for
grants that appear suitable for our work. In addition, a previously rejected CIDA proposal was
considerably revised and resubmitted in the fall. We are hoping and praying it will be accepted this
time around, for this funding would greatly contribute to many of our project activities. However, at
the same time we are also being realistic and understand that there is a possibility that we may
need to step back from some activities to re-assess their importance in the bigger picture.
In terms of the Stung Treng-GMS project, we are very pleased with the progress we have made this
year. We have made a few trips to the area in the past twelve months, meeting with staff members
from Community Global Action, (an NGO already working in the area), local village leaders, and
government officials. During our last trip in December, we met with his Excellency Sear Hung,
Director of the Department of Rural Development in Stung Treng Province, as well as other staff
members from the ministry of Planning and the Ministry of Rural Development at the provincial
level. The purpose of this meeting was to obtain official permission from his Excellency to begin
operations in Thala Barivath – the final step of the legal process in order to begin operations in the
area. Two years in the making, we are now proud to announce that we have obtained an official
permission letter, and have secured enough funding to begin our pilot Water and Sanitation Project.
We are currently in the process of planning the details of the project timeframe, are interviewing
potential staff and are seeking future partnerships with other NGOs. We are confident that we will
be able to begin implementation sometime in early 2011, and finally see our dream become a
reality.
Internally, we have been working on the professional development of AOC. We want to promote
good governance within the organization, but also want to be seen in the NGO and donor
community as an accountable, reliable, qualified and transparent organization. In order to reach
these goals, we hold monthly strategic management team meetings; we have been working on an
internal Operations Manual; and a Strategic Plan to outline the future of the organization, as well as
working on becoming Good Practice Partner (GPP) Certified by the Cooperation Committee for
Cambodia CCC). This voluntary certification system is recognized and respected not only by the
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NGO community in Cambodia, but also by some foreign governments and international donors.
Members from the CCC will be coming to our office in early January to conduct a presentation on
the certification system, where all of the staff will have a chance to discuss and ask questions about
certification in a participatory environment. We believe that we are in a very good position to apply
as early as March, which is very encouraging. In addition, in order to ensure we are keeping in line
with GPP requirements as well as being consistent with what other NGO’s are doing in Cambodia,
we will be conducting an internal assessment of our operations in the coming months of 2011, and
are researching ways in which we can be evaluated externally in the future as well.
In terms of the AOC staff, I could not ask for more dedicated and hardworking team; they are always
ready to rise to a challenge, as well as support each other not only in their work but also in times of
stress. Our weekly staff devotional meetings as well as our separate monthly meetings for ladies
and gentlemen greatly contribute to cementing relationships and building group solidarity at AOC.
In the coming year, the staff will collectively plan and monitor projects, and I am sure will continue
to have a positive outlook towards the future, despite the challenges they are sure to face.
As always, the members of the board have been consistently involved in all of our operations this
year, and we are incredibly thankful for their assistance. Without their support, AOC would not be
able to grow and progress as we have.

In conclusion, as we enter 2011, the staff at AOC and I would like to extend our greatest
appreciation for your continued support and encouragement this year.

Thong Romanea
National Director
Asian Outreach Cambodia
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Major Project Objectives:
1. To facilitate sustainable community transformation by equipping and empowering the
Cambodian MoH at the district level to take responsibility to improve the general health of
the community.
2. To provide emergency medical care and counseling to the poor of Lvea Em in order to
tangibly make a difference in the lives of People Living with HIV/AIDS (PLAHA) and TB and
to decrease the spread of HIV/AIDS and opportunistic infections.
3. To enable children and adults to take personal responsibility for their own health and
develop the confidence to transfer their knowledge and skills to friends, family and
community.
4. To reduce the incidence of illness and disease in adults and children due to preventable
causes, through well-delivered Health/Hygiene education program and the provision of
safe water and sanitation facilities for schools and communities.
5. To provide training and support for income generation opportunities.

6. To empower the local church in Lvea Em to take responsibility for the spiritual and physical
needs (caring and sharing) within their communities.

Projects:
1. Medical Support Services
HIV/AIDS-TB Homecare & Family Support Program
MoH Capacity Building
2. Health Education
School Health Education
Community HIV/AIDS Education
3. Community Development
Community Water and Sanitation
School Sanitation
4. Church Empowerment
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Project Report Summaries
1. Medical Support Services
HIV/AIDS-TB Homecare & Family Support Program
Due to the fact that HIV and TB are inextricably linked, AOC decided this year that we would
integrate our HIV/AIDS and TB activities in to one project. Given our capacity and small number of
staff, we feel that overall it has proven to be a great success thus far.
Our main constraint we detected during monitoring activities was that the TB C-DOTS staff were
not always consistent in identifying and testing people for the disease. We felt this was more than
likely due to the fact that they were not being compensated accordingly. Therefore, after discussion
with the Lvea Em district MoH Director and AOC staff, the decision was made to adjust the pay scale
for the TB C-DOTS workers. It was decided that in January of 2010 they would begin being paid in
direct relation to the number of people who tested positive for TB. This change has been monitored
both by the MoH and AOC, and we have since seen significant improvement in the number of people
identified and tested.
A total of 35 homecare patients (25 families), who have suffered greatly from income loss due to
their diseases were able to benefit from our chicken, pig and fish raising income generation
activities this year. We have seen significant improvement in their health, their children have been
able to attend school, and we have also witnessed enhanced emotional and spiritual well-being. The
income generation activities help to empower our patients, gives them ownership of their lives, and
creates sustainable living instead of simply surviving off of handouts.
The bi-annual Big Day Out events for our patients and their families were held in May and
November this year. Activities involved visiting the National Museum and the amusement park,
games for adults and children, and cooking healthy meals. As in the past, we received incredibly
positive responses from our patients about both of these events. We can see that they not only help
to cement familial relationships and facilitate emotional healing, but the BDO gives them a day to
put aside their terminal illness, and have time to create happy memories with their families. We are
very much looking forward to the next Big Day Out.
Due to the exceptional dedication and commitment of Mrs. Pinh Naroth and her homecare team, 48
PLWHA patients continued to receive ART, 60 patients received treatment for OI’s, and an
additional 48 high risk people were tested for HIV/TB this year. We are happy to report that over
95% PLWHA survived after 12 months on ART treatment, and a total of 131 people in southern
Lvea Em were able to benefit from medical care, counseling and support this year.
MoH Capacity Building
A funding proposal was submitted to CIDA at the beginning of 2009; however this proposal was
unfortunately rejected. A large component of this proposal included an MoH Capacity Building
program. The proposal was significantly revised this year, and was resubmitted in mid-September.
We are now patiently waiting to hear back from CIDA about this funding, and are praying that it will
be granted.
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Purpose:


Goal:


To develop and sustain an effective non-discriminatory
HIV/ADS home/health centre based service thereby reducing
the burden and giving hope to PLWHA and their families

To develop an effective and sustainable community health service
that will reduce the stigma against and the incidence of preventable
diseases in Lvea Em district in 2010



To create awareness, prevent the spread of HIV/AIDS and foster
a sense of personal responsibility within the community
through education and training
Objectives:

Outcome:





To collaborate with District Ministry of Health to provide safe,
appropriate and timely medical care to all people in the
southern half of Lvea Em district
 To provide medical care, counseling and support to 70 PLWHA
and their families and in southern Lvea Em district
 To support the MoH Community DOTS program for 9
communes in Lvea Em
 To train Community Trainers in Lvea Em about HIV/AIDS & TB
so they are able to transfer their knowledge to members of their
community
Key Indicators
Intended results by 31/12/10

Actual result at 31/12/10

Data Source

Reason for deviation

80% targeted high risk people
receive confidential HIV/AIDS & TB
testing, education & counseling

48 high risk people tested
for HIV/TB = 15 positive for
HIV, 3 positive for TB

-Monthly
report

-Time constraints for staff

80 high risk people to be tested
in 2009




People in AOCs designated area in Lvea Em have increased
confidence in the treatment and referral system provided by local
Health Centre staff and improved access to secondary health
services in Phnom Penh
PLWHAs and their families perceive a reduction in discrimination
and an increase in support from other PLWHA in their communities
The community at large is more knowledgeable about the causes of
HIV/AIDS and TB

-patient
statistics

100% of eligible PLWHA receive ART
and medicines for Opportunistic
Infections as needed

50 PLWHA access ART
treatment at nearest health
facility & 70 receive treatment
for OI as needed

48 PLWHA on program
were eligible & received
ART & 60 received
treatment for OI as needed
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-Monthly
report

-HIV/TB integration
process takes time
-MoH does some testing as
well but AOC does not
have access to those
reports
-time constraints for staff
-HIV/TB integration
process takes time

-MoH does some testing as
well but we do not have
those reports
70% of AIDS patients live after 12
months of ART treatment

70% of patients survive after 12
months of ART

95% PLWHA survived after
12months on ART treatment

-Monthly
report

-Attributable to good
holistic care & support,
however some have only
received treatment
recently (3 months ago)

Train Community Health caregivers
(TB Workers, AOC Field Staff &
church volunteers)

Train 10 Community Health
caregivers through 2 courses (9
lessons about the facts of HIV,
counseling & caring for
patients)

Trained 22 workers
successfully (1 TB
coordinator, 15 TB health
staff, 3 church volunteers, 3
AOC field staff)

-Attendance
taken at
courses

-no deviation

PLWHA patients and families are able
to support their daily needs

80% (22 families) PLWHA &
families can support their daily
needs, food, shelter & education

91% (20 families) were able
to support their daily needs
(received assistance with
food & children’s education)

-Monthly
reports

-dedicated support staff

95% TB patients successfully
completed TB DOTS treatment
program, 10% or less spread
amongst family members

120 people successfully
complete & comply with TB
treatment plan

-Total - 155 TB patients
tested

-Monthly
report from
MoH C-DOTS
workers

-Integration program is
new and will take time

85% of trained HIV/AIDS caregivers
score 80% on home-based care
questionnaire and demonstrate
appropriate non-discriminatory care
to PLWHA

-67positive, 37 completed
treatment
-No official reports of spread
between family members

-Monthly
report

-No official staff for TB yet,
just part time volunteers,
April next year we will
have full time staff
-Treatment is ongoing
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Story of Change:
Written by Phin Naroth
Phat Sophy is married to Ms Chhang Savy. They have four children; their oldest daughter is 12 and
the youngest is six years old.
Phat Sophy’s health was not
well for a very long time. He
was sick at least once or twice a
week, which eventually led him
to approach AOC for help
through his younger brother,
whose youngest son is in our
Homecare program. Phat Sophy
and his wife Savy first met the
Homecare team at the end of
2008. Sophy already looked
very ill and could not work
everyday. However, Savy was a
bit healthier so she was the one
who had to earn the most
income in order to support the
family.
After the team gave pre-test
counseling, the couple both agreed to take the HIV test. The test results showed that they both are
HIV positive.
Since learning that they have HIV, they have become very depressed, worried and tried to live
separate from the community. They isolated themselves by moving their house from the
community town to the field.
Early in 2009, both Sophy and Savy become very sick and needed to stay in the hospital in Phnom
Penh. After almost six weeks in the hospital their health improved and they were sent home.
However, they came to the city for follow up care once every two to three weeks for another three
months. Their poor health prevented them from doing any work to earn their living, so the
Homecare team supports them in terms of some money for food and extra living costs..
They noticed that a couple of their children were also getting sick quite often. Homecare suggested
hat their youngest daughter get tested for HIV, and the test came back positive. Sophy and Savy
were very shocked to learn this, so they asked Homecare to test their other three children as well.
The results of the test showed that their eight year old daughter was also HIV positive.
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The couple was very worried
and frightened by HIV;
Sophy said: “I don’t care
about my health any more
now but how about my
children? I should never have
given them HIV”. Savy’s tears
flowed as she spoke, as she
feels there is no hope for
their family. The Homecare
team has encouraged them
to be strong and begin to
plan for their future.
Homecare gave them some
money to start chicken
raising and support two of
their children to go to school.
We are very encouraged by
the fact that with prayer, the
love of God and weekly
encouragement, Sophy and Savy have both improved physically, mentally, and spiritually.
Sophy and Savy always thank Homecare for helping them. Savy said: “Without Homecare there
would be no hope for our family”.
Hope is difficult for a family of six when four are HIV positive. We thank you very much for
supporting the HIV/AIDS-TB project; without your support we could not give hope to suffering
people like this family.
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2. Health Education
School Health Education (SHE)
In terms of community involvement and additional number of teachers trained in health education,
the SHE program exceeded our expectations this year. We were very encouraged by the fact that 50
primary school teachers and 1,942 students (969 girls) were able to participate in the training
program again this year, which greatly contributed to holistic capacity building in the schools.
Monitoring and evaluation are incredibly important parts of the SHE project. We carry out proper
monitoring through various methods including: evaluating the teachers’ performance, holding
student forums, distributing community surveys and holding stakeholder meetings. We continue to
receive positive responses and high levels of commitment from the community.
Due to funding constraints beyond our control, the SHE program was slowed down on September
16th this year until it was solved. A large proposal that was unfortunately rejected last year by CIDA
was revamped and resubmitted again this year. If the new version is accepted; it will also include
funds to re-establish the SHE project in early 2011. However, we realize that we may have to adjust
or reduce some activities depending on the funding we are granted.
An event for the schools that participate in the program was held on the closing day of the project,
called the School Health Celebration Event. All 14 schools participated in the event which gave
parents, community leaders and village members the opportunity to hear the students confidently
share all they had learned throughout the year. This goes a long way in showing the community
that children can and do make a valuable contribution to family and community life.
Community HIV/AIDS Education
The Community HIV Education project continues to be a success, and all activities went as planned
this year. Highlights of this program included: hosting meetings to prepare for classes, providing
training materials and resources for Community Trainers and teaching youth about HIV through
creative and interactive methods such as karaoke. We are proud to report that 96 youth
participated in the Youth Wise Choice program this year.
The team successfully completed their activities at the end of November. A total of 1180 people
participated in the community AIDS Education program this year, which continues to work to
breakdown the stigma and stop discrimination against HIV positive people in the community by
teaching the facts about the disease and the causes of transmission.
The Community Education project also includes helping the poorest children in the community to
attend school. We provide registration fees, school uniforms, school supplies, and in some cases
extra classes and bicycles. This part of the project has been an incredible success this year; last year
we only had the capacity to assist 17 children to school, and this year we were able to assist 45.
Next year we will be integrating more children from both the HIV and Church projects in to this
program.
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Purpose:


Goal:

To develop a sense of personal and communal responsibility among
men and women, girls and boys of Lvea Em for every persons health
by enhancing their capacity to confidently transfer their
health/hygiene knowledge and skills to other community members

Objectives:



To reduce the incidence of sickness, disease and injury in
children and adults due to preventable causes

Outcomes:

To facilitate a relevant school health education program using Child to
Child methodology for 14 primary schools in Lvea Em by December
2010
To train 12 community trainers to provide HIV/AIDS education to
1449 adults and to facilitate a Youth Wise Choice program for 104
youth by December 2010

Key Indicators







Health Education lessons have been incorporated into the
program of 14 primary schools in Lvea Em
Increased community interest &participation in school health
celebrations
Reduced discrimination towards PLWHA and their families
and rising awareness amongst adults & youth of the need to
make wise life choices

Intended results by 31/12/10

Actual results at 31/12/10

Data Source

Reason for
Deviation

80% of 52 teachers from 14
primary schools competently teach
Health lessons using C to C
methodology

90% of teachers attending
training taught lessons using
Child to Child methodology

-Training
records/

-50 teachers
attend training
plus at least 14
principals

5 students
from each
school

each month

School Health Education
50% of 52 teachers from 14 schools are
trained, equipped and teach the health
messages using Child to child
Methodology

50% of 1942 students from 14 schools
show improved health habits &
behavior

971 students from 14 schools show
positive health habits & behavior

44% of students after studying
health lessons at schools
showed change in health
habits & behaviors

-Data from
community
survey
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Community HIV/AIDS Education
70% of adults in target area have
attended HIV/AIDS lesson

-Records and
Monthly
reports

60% of youth have increased
knowledge of HIV/AIDS and
information to make wise life choices

96 youth participate in Youth Wise
Choice Program

48 girls and 48 boys
participate in Youth Wise
Choice Program

65% villages have HIV/AIDS
community trainer

14 men and 10 women from 24
villages are trained as HIV/AIDS
community trainers

14 men and 10 women from

17

5 villages trained as HIV/AIDS
community trainers

Story of Change:
Told by Chea Kunthea and translated by Ream Tityarun
Poverty, or factors directly related to poverty is a leading cause of children dropping out of school
in developing countries. Yeng Narith is a young boy who lives in Lvea Em district, Kandal Province.
Struggle for survival is a
daily reality for this family.
As farmers, they only
generate a very small
income
which
barely
supports the family’s basic
needs. They do not even
have their own home; they
must share a home with
relatives. Family members
often get sick; recently they
went through a very
difficult time when every
member of the family was
sick at the same time. They
were not able to send their
children to school and they
had no support.One day
Narith’s mother met the
local church members
during their visit to
neighbors and she shared
with them all about her family’s difficulties. The next day AOC went to visit this family again, and
found that they really needed support to buy school uniforms and study materials for Narith. The
ACTS team decided to support Narith to attend
school.
Like other more privileged children, when the
new school year came Narith felt very happy
and confident to attend school with new
uniform, new bag, books and other materials.
He attends class regularly and he is doing very
well in his studies. Recently Narith and his
mother have accepted Christ in their heart, and
his mother joins the local church service every
Sunday in Beoung Krum Village, Lvea Em
district. Every day they pray and thank God for
helping them.
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3. Community Development
Community Water and Sanitation
We are happy to report that we were successful in securing all donor funding this year for the
Community Water and Sanitation Project. This project involves the construction of latrines, biosand water flters, and also involves an education component. Beneficaries are taught about the
importance of toilets and filters, proper hygene methods, and also how to properly use and care for
this equipment. This project reaches villages in nine communes of southern Lvea Em district.
A total of 59 Village Development Committees were formed and trained this year in eight of the
nine communes that our water and sanitation project operates in. These people have been and will
continue to play an important role in the construction, installation, and monitoring of all
community latrines and bio sand water filters (BSFs).
A total of 450 households, or 2475 people, were able to benefit from the project this year, receiving
BSFs and latrines. We are proud to report a 98% success rate in the short term, although long term
monitoring will continue.
We were very encouraged by the fact that this year more villagers than ever have shown a clear
understanding of the link between illness and sanitation. Many have come to realize the purpose of
BSFs and latrines, and we have had many requests that more be constructed.
In early 2011, we will begin operations in Stung Treng, an area of great need in Northern Cambodia,
where only 2% of the population has access to latrines and clean water. Over the years we have
built up the expertise and skills in the area of water and sanitation and feel more than ready to use
our capacity to empower more Cambodians living in underdeveloped areas of the country to take
resposibility for their health.
School Sanitation
AOC has been assisting schools in southern Lvea Em for the past five years by educating students
and teachers through our health education program, as well as constructing latrines for the schools
that have the desire and need for them.
This year, our monitoring results have shown that all primary schools have been consistently using
their latrines and caring for them. In early January 2011, construction of new latrines will begin at
Pheam Sdey primary school. However, the students at Tek Klang High School are still failing to
properly use and maintain their latrines. The lack of effort and commitment in the school system to
work with us in helping students recognize the importance of proper sanitation is a major
constraint to our work in the high school.
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Purpose:


Goal:

To develop a sense of personal and
communal responsibility among
community leaders and members
(women and men) of Lvea Em for
every community members health,
by using, caring and maintaining
existing and new safe water and
sanitation facilities

Objectives:



Led by VDC, community members are trained and enabled to construct, use, care and
maintain bio-sand filters and latrines and educate their families in safe water and sanitation
practices thereby reducing sickness and disease due to preventable causes.

Outcome:



To provide safe water and
sanitation facilities for 450
households and 4 primary schools
in Lvea Em by December 2010



To build the capacity of VDC
members to train villagers on
construction, use, maintenance and
monitoring of water and sanitation
facilities



Adults and children from households with existing and new bio-sand filters and latrines are
demonstrating improved health &.hygiene practices.



VDC members have taken responsibility to educate and monitor the use and maintenance of
community safe water and sanitation

Key Indicators

Intended results by
31/12/10

Actual results at
31/12/10

Data Source

Reason deviation

VDC’s have
formed in equal
male/female
representatives

VDC formed in at least
7 communes with 5
members in each VDC

59 VDC members
and leaders formed
in 8 communes

Monthly
report from
monthly
meetings with
VDC leaders

Because village leaders are mostly men, and because of the
physical labor involved in the nature of this project, there will
always be more men than women involved

80% Male
20%female
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All VDC members
score 80% or
higher on safe
water & sanitation
questionnaire
water filters and
latrines

At least 80% VDC
members

85% VDC members
are competent in

competent and
working as trainers
and monitors of BSF
and latrines

demonstrating,
teaching, &
monitoring BSF &
latrines in 8
communes

80% of VDC
members can
demonstrate
correct
construction and
installation
methods for biosand water filters

At least 24 VDC
members

26 VDC members
have
demonstrated the
ability

on file

in construction and
installation for biosand water filters

photos

95% of BSF
beneficiaries use,
care and maintain
them correctly

450 households to
receive BSF and
latrines – (2475
household members)

Almost all
recipients using
BSF’s properly and
consistently – we
calculate a 98%
success in the short
term. Long term
monitoring will
continue.

Monthly
reports and
team photos

demonstrate correct
construction and
installation methods
for bio-sand water
filters

questionnaire

exceeded expectations

monthly
reports

monthly
report

complete

stories of
change
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completed

95% of latrines at
schools are being
used, cared for
and maintained
correctly and the
school
environment is
kept clean and
free of human and
other waste that
could promote
disease
transmission

Schools with latrines
built by AOC would
ensure the use, care
and maintenance of
latrines and students
would demonstrate
improved
hygiene/sanitation
standards

Monitoring
results 2010:
-Thmar Kor & Plou
Trey-very good
compliance

Site visits,
photos and
monthly
reports

-Phom Thom –
very good
compliance
-Prek Rey - very
good compliance
-Bentey Malou &
Kor Rea, very good
compliance
-Prek Russey –
very good, recently
built
-Chroy Pisey &
Prek Char, had
broken latrines, no
water storage,
recently repaired
-Tek Klang High
School – very poor
compliance
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Primary schools all have good compliance

Lack of commitment by principal at high school to monitor
and ensure proper latrine use

Story of Change:
By Mr Ear Bunsao
On September 2nd, 2010, the Water and Sanitation team held a promotional training session at Prek
Kroch village, Phum Thom commune, Lvea Em district, Kandal province. A total of 130 people (75
women) and 35 children attended. The session included two different programs; one program for
adults and one for children. We had noticed in the past that sometimes children disturb their
parents while they are trying to listen and participate in the sessions, so we decided to hold two
separate sessions which has proved to work quite well.
We taught the adults about the water cycle, water-related diseases, sources of disease, the way in
which people contract disease as well as preventative methods, an introduction to BSFs and how
they are beneficial, as well as what is involved in terms of BSF construction and contract. The
people who attended the promotion, especially the women, were very shy to participate. After the
presentation part of our program, we held a group discussion and asked some people who attended
to present what they had learned. At first they did not want to discuss or present. However, we
tried to convince and encourage them. Finally, many people agreed and discussed the information
that had been presented within their group. Their discussions went well and we feel that they were
all brave, especially the women, to present about their group discussion.
For the children, we held
a health education (hand
washing, teeth brushing
and toilet using), game
related to water, hygiene
and nail cutting. The
children were interested
in learning with us and
they did not interrupt
their parents at all. They
said they would tell their
classmates all about the
lessons they had learned.
When it was snack time,
all adults and children
said that they wanted to
wash their hands with
soap before eating, so we
all washed our hands and
ate snacks together. Their parents also thanked AOC for educating them and their children about
proper water and sanitation practices. Both adults and children said they will drink clean water
only and wash their hands before cooking and eating and after coming out of the toilet.
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4. Church Empowerment
AOC hired a new Church Development Project Facilitator this year. In his short time with us, he has
proven to be instrumental in helping the Church Empowerment team to build the capacity of the
project, and we are very pleased to have him on board.
Currently, there are a total of 16 church leaders in Lvea Em district. Monthly meetings are held in
order for them to share their individual stories, improve their communication, and strengthen their
capacity as influential community leaders.
Many of these church leaders need help with their income, so next year we are planning to start up
income generation activities for ten of them and their families. This will include small loans for
chicken, pig, or fish raising depending on their skills and the land that they own.
Early next year, all 16 of these leaders will participate in a program led by the Great Commission
Institute in order to build their biblical and spiritual capacity. We have faith that this program will
be greatly beneficial to them.
In terms of the Sunday school in Lvea Em, this year we a have a total of 20 willing and capable
teachers. The only issue we have with this is that the teachers are from various areas of the district,
and transportation is sometimes difficult and unaffordable. This is why next year we have decided
to provide a per diem for these teachers to cover their transportation costs, which will either be
bicycles or petrol for their motos, depending on where they live in relation to the school.
Overall, we are very pleased with the Church Empowerment project, although funding
unfortunately continues to be a major constraint to our work.
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Purpose:

Goal:

Develop future Godly leaders who will actively be
 Support the Churches in Lvea Em to influence and impact
involved in Church activities
their communities by developing their children with
 Create an environment whereby non Christian children
Biblical\Christian values and quality life skills.
can come to have fun and learn about the Bible
 Support the Church to influence and impacting the community
 Help the children to receive Jesus through the knowledge
through developing the children with biblical\Christian values
of the Bible, so that they can show God’s love to their
and quality life skills.
families and neighbors.
 The church in Lvea Em has the heart and attitude to serve and
 Build ethical behavior in children through Bible study, e.g.
influence their communities to bring fullness of life.
Manga Messiah book, Bible stories etc...
 Plans to help increase church leader’s family economics
 Children will be a part of the evangelism in the
through income generation project.
community.
 Help the churches to evangelize their communities
through the children.
 Develop Godly leaders and caring for God’s people and
enabling local churches to engage with their communities
to improve their quality of life as God intended.
Objectives:
Outcome:









To facilitate with all churches and provide some methods
to reach out to people.
Assisting for young people in church to be part of ministry
To support Sunday School Teachers moving around their
village.
To train Church Trainers in Lvea Em about leadership as
they are able to transfer their knowledge to members of
their community.
Letting 16 churches leaders to establishing their own
women service group.
To facilitate between churches in Lvea Em community
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Christians have an increased presence in providing care and
support for villagers physical, emotional, relational and spiritual
needs\Reduction in discrimination towards Christians in the
community
Participants have a sense of value, an awareness of God and His
character (love & compassion) and share and demonstrate this
with their peers\families and communities and start new Christian
groups in new areas
Youth have an increased self esteem, confidence, knowledge to
train and mentor church children to make wise life choices, and
improved relationship with peers, family, and God

Key Indicators

Intended results by
31/12/10

Actual result at
31/12/10

Data Source

Reason for deviation

80% of church leaders attend the
Baseline Survey review meetings

All leaders join monthly
meetings

All 16 Leaders of Lvea Em
churches have agreed to
start every cell groups.

-Monthly
report

-To follow up the group
were started two places

-Members
statistics

-Time constrains for staff

90% Church leaders (women &
men) participate in identifying
community & church needs

60% of church leaders were
To initiative biblical study
created the group where they amongst their service
are pastor.
group and settle up their
spiritual methodology.

-Monthly
report

-Expectation for the next

18 church youth participate in
training as Sunday school
teachers, starting 8 groups,
teaching 300 children

70% of Sunday school
teacher started with a small
number at their own places,
which have ( Samroung,
Beoung Krom &Luer, Prek
tasor, Lvea sor.

80% have proven to be
effective in their
communities.

-Monthly
report

-Church implementation
with all villages in Lvea
Em district, 9 communes

20 children participate in a forum
to discuss and identify the needs
of children in their communities

-looked at the children in
need, and help them to grow
their knowledge by
providing resources

Every month- assess of
children’s capacity to
study in our record book.

-Attendance
taken at
school
-Monthly
report
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Training (GCI)

-Completed

Training Rural Trainers and other
evangelistic training materials for
literate and non-literate are
sourced and available In Khmer
language

80%(22 leaders) have got
real training from GCI
mission,

80% of Church adult and youth
leaders attend annual leadership
retreat

After GCI mission, 80% of
participants meeting to find
strategy to mobilize to other
church in their communities.

Increasing with people
that belong to church and
have a good heart to train

-Monthly
reports

The leadership training
was developed for all
leaders to conduct
lessons about what they
have learned

-Monthly
report
training

-No deviation

(Leadership Training)
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-Church integrations and
follow up for each groups
And conducted with
principles of leaders.

Constraints, Lessons Learnt & Future Recommendations
Constraints

Lessons Learnt

Future Recommendations

Medical Support Services
-Political and economic
changes at donor country level
& long delay in processing
funding proposals with some
donors

- AOC has no control over
funding delays and must
apply for funding as early
as possible to try and
receive it in time

- Ensure we submit proposals to
donors as early as possible

-Insufficient community
members to support the needs
of PLWHA

- Need to build our
capacity for next year to
ensure all patients needs
are being attended to

-Need to use our current skilled staff
to recruit and train more local
community volunteers next year

-Continued support and education,
with a focus on linking it to people’s
belief systems as well as looking at
new ways of presenting information

-Behavior and attitude of
towards their health takes a
long time to change

-Change takes time- we
need to continue to
educate and support our
patients on a consistent
basis

-Training Community Trainers
about the facts and links
between HIV/AIDS & TB has
proven to be more difficult
than expected

-We realized that staff
does not have the
capacity to do this to our
fullest extent; integration
takes time and is difficult

-An HIV/AIDS project advisor joined
the team in March to help build
capacity

-Insufficient funds to continue
the SHE program until the end
of the year

-Recruitment and
decision making need to
be acted on more quickly

-Spend more time seeking donors that
fund total project costs instead of
smaller amounts, and start as early as
possible

-Attitude of men that
HIV/AIDS is only a woman’s
problem

-Focus on changing the
attitude towards a male
oriented belief system

-Get trainers to explain and emphasize
the value and facts of health education
to the beneficiaries

-Next year a TB Project Coordinator
will be hired

Health Education
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through education

-Difficulties in mobilizing
people to come to training
sessions – especially women

-Try various methods to
involve people, esp. both
genders

-Ensure there are always both male and
female trainers
-Hold multiple sessions so people have
more than one chance to come

Community Development
-Ensure we keep working closely with
district MOEYS to ensure that principals
and village representatives keep their
word and follow through on their
responsibilities for the health of their
students.

-Most latrines are properly
used/cared for but there is a
lack of commitment from the
high school principal to ensure
toilets are properly used and
maintained

-Greater communication &
encouragement needed
between VDC and
beneficiaries

-Continued seasonal
constraints during the harvest
or flooding

-Cannot hold sessions or
have construction during
harvest/rainy season

-Plan activities around the harvest/rainy
season

-need to improve our
training of teachers to
ensure they have the
capacity to develop Bible
knowledge

-prepare a training seminars for all
leaders that belong to churches in
Lvea Em district

-Clearer plans for Sunday
school programs are
needed in order to
facilitate learning

-help teachers draft up organized
programs for Sunday School teachers
and students

Church Empowerment
-not all teachers were well
educated or prepared enough
to train others

-Sunday School programs did
not have clear plans
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-Create a timetable where youth from
each church will be selected to become
youth leaders or Sunday school teachers

Outline of Objectives for 2011



Continue to work on AOCs professionalism, accountability and transparency standards. The
organization is in the process of becoming Good Practice Partner Certified through the
Cooperation Committee for Cambodia, and hopes to achieve this in the next reporting
period.



Once funding is received, AOC plans to start up its health education program in 18 primary
schools in Lvea Em once again by using all of the previous teachers as well as training new
local teachers.



Train a team of 42 community trainers to provide HIV/AIDS education to adults in 23
villages, and further the community youth wise choice program for 104 youth aged 15-20
years by the end of December 2011.



By December 2011, to cross-test all existing HIV/AIDS-TB patients; test, educate and
counsel 150 high risk people for HIV; 100 patients receive/attend regular home or clinic
visits & 80 patients have access to ARV treatment; 15 Community Health Caregivers have
the capacity to provide appropriate homecare support to PLWHA; 80% PLWHA join peer
support network group in their area.



An additional 25 HIV/AIDS families will get loans/gifts to start small businesses to support
their daily needs, food, shelter, and education by December 2011.



To test 540 high risk people for TB & 150 TB patients in the program with 95% treatment
compliance rate by December 2011.



A TB C-DOTS coordinator & 15 workers have the knowledge, skill & capacity to effectively
treat & educate TB patients & their families.



To provide safe water and sanitation facilities for 650 households and 4 primary schools in
Lvea Em by the end of December 2011.



A proposal for $499,962CDN was submitted to the Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA) at the end of September 2010 for Sustainable Community Health
Development in AOCs current area of operations, the Lvea Em District. If accepted, these
funds will greatly help to build staff capacity and expand AOCs project reach in this district
in the next reporting period.



AOC has been working on a plan to expand its operations up to the Stung Treng region of
Cambodia, which has been identified as an area in dire need of outside assistance. The hope
to begin an initial Water and Sanitation project in Thala Barivat district in early 2011.
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Continuing Education Workshops for Staff in 2010
Date
08th-13th
February

08-13th
February
26th March

Staff Category
-Ouk Thida (Social Worker
Counsellor)
-Doung Veasna (HIV/AIDS
Homecare Nurse)
-Tim Reaksmey (Water &
Sanitation Field Worker)
-Ouk Thida (Social Worker
Counselor)
-Doung Veasna (HIV/AIDS
Homecare Nurse)
-Keo Phalla (Income
Generation)

Location
National Maternal and Child Health
Center supported by Samaritans
Purse

Topics
Duration
Training of Trainer on Baby
6 days
Friendly Community Initiative

Samaritan’s Purse

Nutrition

6 days

Lvea Em District (MOH runsupported by AOC)

Diarrhea Prevention

1 day

27th-28th
March
March 2010December
2011

-Keo Phalla (Income Generation)

Evangelical Christian Fellowship

Successful Thinking

2 days

-Phin Naroth (HIV/AIDS & TB
Project Coordinator)

Future Now Enterprise Cambodia

Entrepreneur Life Program

09th April

-Phin Naroth (HIV/AIDS & TB
Project Coordinator)
-Ouk Thida (Social Worker
Counselor)
-Phin Naroth (HIV/AIDS & TB
Project Coordinator)
-Ea Bunsao (Community
Development Project
Coordinator)

One-2-One Charitable Trust

Arresting Dental Carries with
SDF
Cambodia Emerging
Leadership Summit

2 years study one
night/week
and two
days/month
1 morning

26th-30th
April

Compassion and EFC-CC
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5 days

06th -07th May

-Keo Phalla (Income
Generation)
-Soeun Navy (HIV/AIDS & TB
Assistant)
15th-17th May -Sok Sothea (Water and
Sanitation Construction
Manger)
21st-25th June -Ouk Thida (Social Worker
Counselor)
-Doung Veansa (HIV/AIDS
Homecare Nurse)
21st-25th June -Phin Naroth (HIV/AIDS & TB
Project Coordinator)
-Ream Tityarun (Health
Education Project Coordinator)
-Ea Bunsao (Community
Development Project
Coordinator)
29 June- 2
-Neang Channeth (Water and
July
Sanitation Trainer)
th
20 Aug
-Phin Naroth (HIV/AIDS & TB
Project Coordinator)

Evangelical Fellowship Cambodia
(EFC)

Micro Business

2 days

CAWST

Health Promotion and
Technical Training

3 days

Cambodia HIV/AIDS Education and
Care (CHEC)

Intermediate Counseling, care
and support

5 days

MEDiCAM

Communication for Advocacy

5 days

AOC

GCI Level 1

4 days

Voice of the Children- EFC-CC

Child in the Midst

1 day

27th Sept – 1st
Oct 2010
05th-10th
October

-Hout Kosal (HART Facilitator)

VBNK

Project Management

5 Days

-Phin Naroth (HIV/AIDS & TB
Project Coordinator)
-Ream Tityaran (Health
Education Coordinator)
- Ea Bunsao (Community
Development Project
Coordinator)

Hong Kong

Asian Outreach International
conference

6 days
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11th -13th
October

18th-19th
October

21st -22nd
October

18th-21st
October

-Thong Romanea (National
Director)
-Colleen Banks
(Communications)
-Grahame Dyer (Community
Development Coordinator)
-Ouk Thida (Social Worker
Counselor)
-Keo Phalla (Income
Generation)
-Soeurn Navy (HIV/AIDS & TB
Assistant)
-Keo Phalla (Income
Generation)
-Ouk Thida (Social Worker
Counselor)
-Doung Veasna (HIV/AIDS
Homecare Nurse)
-Phin Naroth (HIV/AIDS & TB
Project Coordinator)
-Phin Naroth (HIV/AIDS & TB
Project Coordinator)

Antiyok

Life Ministry

EFC

Business training

Micha Network

Workshop on How
Church/NGO should respond
to HIV/AIDS and OVC

Ms Jo Dennert-Future Now
Enterprise Cambodia

Child Development,
Communication and Family
Values
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Visitors and Interns in 2010:

Date
3/01-9/01
7/01 –
21/01

24/01

8/2-10/2

Name
-Julie Samuals
-Anna Saernmo
-Torunn Moi
-Per Chr Foss-Johnson
-Petter Foss-Johnsen
-Unni Thorbjorusen
-Jakob Thorbjorusen
-Bjorn Saernmo
-Michael Golding
-Sisal Golding
-Kaden Hall
-Samuel Hall
-Judith Hall
-Leo Hall
-Lisa Marie
Chamberlain
-Moana Chamberlain
-Richard Olofsson
-Therese Sjberg
-Joshua Brown
-Christina Stent
-Stephanie Stent
-Helen Hill
-Kathleen Foster
-Jeffery Foster
-Sandra Stent

Level
Volunteer
Fevikyun
Team/Donors

Project Area Visited
AOC Office
PA-12/01 – 14/01

From
Singapore
Norway

Reason
Assist with Admin
Project Donor to meet staff
Determine areas for further support
Committed to School Latrines

Supporters

PA-24/01

New Zealand

Visit expat volunteers they are
supporting

Supporters

PA-8/2-10/2

Tasmania
Australia

Visit previous sponsored project &
assist & support
Combined Church Family Day
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-Darryl Bain
-Mark Brown
10/2
22/3 – 8/4

31/5

-Theresa & Richard
-Sarah Larsson
-Sarah Bodling
-Bruce Taylor
-Noel Hutchinson
-David Peck
-Christine Dyson

05/06

-Betty Jenkins

9/6
11/6
14/6-18/6

-Edward Kinloch
-Nicolai Neethling
-Brenda Ryan
-Stacey Hochreiter
-Sheena Gray
-Hannah Robb
-Naomi Mahaffy

23/4-27/4

14/6-18/6
JuneNovember

Relative Donor
University
Student
Board
Members

10/2
25,25,31/3 & 7/4

Sweden
Sweden

Look at Projects
HIV Research for own studies

25/04

Board Meeting

Mission
Director Elim
NZ
Mission Elim
NZ
Visitor
Visitor
Dental Lecturer
Dental Student
Dental Student
Nurse
Intern from
Samaritans
Purse Canada

PP only

Hong Kong
Canada
Canada
New Zealand

PP only

New Zealand

10/6
10/6
Pich Nil 14-16th
and
PrekThmai 17-18th
as above
AOC and Lvea Em

New Zealand
New Zealand
Melbourne
Australia
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New Zealand
Canada

Children’s Dental Outreach

Volunteer Dental Outreach
Intern Water & Sanitation project

Donation in Kind
0%
Laucestion Trevallyn Star
0%
Donation
0%

German Embassy
Other Income
4%
0% Project Income
2%
Other Donations
4%

VOS Foundation
11%

Balance @ 1st Jan 2010
10%

Lakarmissionen
22%

AO Alliance
32%

Samaritan's Purse
15%

Percentage of Income by Source 2010
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EXPENSE
Star Project
School Environment
0%
Others
Awareness
Special Project
1%
1%
2%
TB-DOTS
6%

Operation
16%

Assisting Children to
Schools
0%

HIV/AIDS-Homecare
19%

Church Development
9%

School Health Education
7%

Water/Sanitation
26%

Community Health Education
13%
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End
Balance, 60123.66

Income, 269,760.98
Expense , 207264.32
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Income, Expense and Ballance by Class @ AOC 2010
80,000.00
70,000.00
60,000.00

Axis Title

50,000.00
40,000.00
30,000.00
20,000.00
10,000.00
0.00
-10,000.00

Total of Income

Total Expense

Ending Balance 2010

Admin

33,878.16

34,151.65

-1103.49

ACS

7,295.51

859.33

6436.18

CHURCH

38,037.08

18,248.94

19692.14

WS

72,200.27

55,018.95

16657.32

CHE

29,711.52

26,640.59

2726.93

SHE

21,166.57

15,447.94

5610.63

HC

40,848.15

38,539.61

1926.54

Other

3,500.24

1,531.56

1968.68

TB DOTS

12,525.81

11,818.82

617.99

SEA

2,780.70

1,331.25

1449.45

SP

6,656.58

3,548.28

3108.3

STAR

1,160.39

127.40

1032.99
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